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What The People Want

  “People don’t want messages any
more, they want conversations. They
want to be able to engage with an
organization, to be listened to, to feel
they are being listened to, rather than
something faceless.”

                                                                Lance Knobel



Why Digital Matters
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From a Media Perspective
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What Does User-Generated Media Look Like?

User-Generated Media (UGM) -- High-impact media generated by consumers, typically informed
by relevant product or service experience.  Commonly archived online for ready access by other consumers
or key marketplace influencers — e.g. media, analysts.
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Lessons from Kramer



Why is UGM Important?  Trust.
Most trusted, impactful form of influencing

 Forrester Research and Intelliseek
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Digital Technology Supercharged Influentials
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Word of Mouth, PR and Paid Media All Work Together

n 40% of Word of Mouth includes reference to another
form of media

n 50% of Word of Mouth is about the company, not the
product

n Over 50% of people go online to validate what they heard
from Word of Mouth offline

BzzAgent/Northeast University 2005 | Intelliseek
2005



Blogging about Vision – Pop Quiz

15,014 posts containing “eye care”
17,214 posts containing “eyewear”
32,282 posts containing “eyeglasses”
83,141 posts containing “contact lenses”
324,575 posts containing “sunglasses”
472,226 total posts in last 30 days

How many blog posts in past thirty days with the following terms:
eye care, eyewear, eyeglasses, contact lenses, sunglasses



All About Blogs

n Now blogs have moved on beyond text and graphics
n Moblogs are blogs created by contributions from mobile devices

– Some feature photos taken from camera phones
n Vlogs add video to

the format
n Clogs are corporate

blogs
n Splogs jeopardize

the experience



Reputation at Risk



Blogosphere Survival Guide

n Embrace Change
–  Communication is shifting from broadcast to conversation

n The Media is Watching – Closely
– Media may approach stories differently due to bloggers

influence
n The “Rules” are Being Written (and rewritten) in Real Time

– Observe blog etiquette
– Keep legal team involved in setting policy

n Authenticity is All
– Openness is essential

n Bloggers are a Formidable Truth Squad
– Be certain that the facts you release are clear and

defensible.
n Consider Carefully When You Open the Door!
n Remember, There is a Silver Lining



Blogging the Optical Industry



Searching Vision – Pop Quiz

 280,000 searches for “eye care”
 271,000 searches for “eyewear”
 507,000 searches for “eyeglasses”
 495,000 searches for “contact lenses”
2,800,000 searches for “sunglasses”
4,353,000 total Google searches in last 30 days

How many Google searches in past thirty days with the following terms:
eye care, eyewear, eyeglasses, contact lenses, sunglasses



Organic and Sponsored Search Results
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Why is search important?

n 92% of journalists use search engines to research
companies/stories

n 84% of adult Internet users, or about 108 million Americans,
have used search engines to help them find information.

n Of those online, 88% locate web sites using search
engines.

n 62 million searchers typed the website name directly into
the search box (40% of online users) (Nielsen)

n 10% of searches are proper names
n According to Jupiter Research, 75% of search engine

users never scroll beyond the first page of results.
n Google dominates the search space with almost half of the

search market share



Sponsored Search – VisionDirect.com

“We have doubled our gross
 revenue year after year. Google
has been, and will be, the most
important piece of our customer

acquisition strategy.”

– Steven Holmes
Director of Online Marketing

VisionDirect

Challenge - Increase sales in marketplace
saturated with competitors

Goals
n Find steady stream of new buyers
n Find and retain repeat customers

Results
n With Google marketing, VisionDirect

reported a 9.6% sales conversion
n Average sale per order $5 greater on

Google than any other keyword search
platform

n VisionDirect describes Google account
management as “much more reliable”,
“the reports are better. They’re easier
and faster to run, and the top line
summaries are very useful.”



Emerging Phenomenons - Podcasts

n A form of audio and video blogging
n Content creators make radio-style shows or interviews or videos and feed

them via RSS (subscription process identical to RSS)
n Then you download them on your iPod or other MP3 player
n Arbitron says that about 11% of Americans, or 27 million people, have

listened to an audio podcast.
n Bridge Ratings predicts that by 2010, a conservative 45 million users in the

U.S. will have listened to a podcast. Aggressive estimates placed this
number closer to 75 million.





Transitions Optical – Creating Educated Patients

Your Personal-Eyes Considerations



Check Yearly See Clearly – Visitor Edutainment



YouTube

n YouTube is a popular free video sharing website which lets users upload,
view, and share video clips.

n Surpassed MySpace in summer, 2006



Second Life Virtual Community

n 3D Virtual World owned and
managed by residents

n Real dollars change hands
via Linden Dollars



Center for Disease Control on Second Life



Optical Industry in Second Life



Get a First Life!



What’s Next?

n Increased focus on consumer
conversations

n Measurement comes of age
n From content aggregation to content

curation
n Social tagging creates the next version of

search
n Reality advertising hits the web
n Online ad spending catches up with

online media consumption
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Thank you.


